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ABSTRACT

We use 80 922 galaxies in the Galaxy And Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey to measure the galaxy luminosity function (LF) in different environments over the redshift range 0.04 < z < 0.26. The depth and size of GAMA allows us to define samples split by colour and redshift to measure the dependence of the LF on environment, redshift and colour. We find that the LF varies smoothly with overdensity, consistent with previous results, with little environmental dependent evolution over the last 3 Gyr. The modified GALFORM model predictions agree remarkably well with our LFs split by environment, particularly in the most overdense environments. The LFs predicted by the model for both blue and red galaxies are consistent with GAMA for the environments and luminosities at which such galaxies dominate. Discrepancies between the model and the data seen in the faint end of the LF suggest too many faint red galaxies are predicted, which is likely to be due to the over-quenching of satellite galaxies. The excess of bright blue galaxies predicted in underdense regions could be due to the implementation of AGN feedback not being sufficiently effective in the lower mass haloes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The galaxy luminosity function (LF) is a fundamental tool for probing the distribution of galaxies in the observable Universe. Measuring how the LF varies with environment and other galaxy properties can help us to constrain the environmental processes involved in galaxy formation and evolution.

Large galaxy redshift surveys have allowed accurate measurements of the LF over a large area and depth (e.g. Lin et al. 1996; Norberg et al. 2002b; Blanton et al. 2003b; Loveday et al. 2012), with samples big enough to split by redshift and galaxy property. These large surveys have allowed the measurement of the LF in voids (Hoyle et al. 2005) and over a large range of environments (Bromley et al. 1998; Hütsi et al. 2002; Croton et al. 2005; Tempel et al. 2011). Splitting these samples by different galaxy properties also allows an accurate analysis of how galaxies behave in these environments (e.g. Dressler 1980).

Historical studies of the dependence of the LF on environment have been restricted to the comparison of cluster and field galaxies, due to the small number of galaxies observed. It has been well established that the LF in clusters is significantly different from that of field galaxies. For example, De Propris et al. (2003) found that the LF in clusters in the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS; Colless et al. 2003) differs from the field LF (Madgwick et al. 2002). The cluster LF has a characteristic magnitude (M∗) that is 0.3 mag brighter, and a faint-end slope (α) that is steeper by 0.1 than the field LF. To measure the LF over a larger range of environments, and to include galaxies in voids, deep and highly complete galaxy surveys are needed.
Croton et al. (2005) measured the $h_1$-band LF for a range of environments in the 2dFGRS, finding no significant variation of the faint-end slope with environment. However, $M^*$ varies smoothly with environment being brighter in denser regions. When further splitting samples by spectral type, faint, late-type galaxies dominate void regions, and clusters contain an excess of bright early-types. This dependence of galaxy properties such as colour on environment has previously been found to be stronger than the morphology–density relation described in Dressler (1980; see Blanton et al. 2005). A comparable analysis by Tempel et al. (2011), using Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Abazajian et al. 2009), reached a similar conclusion, namely that the faint-end slope depends only weakly on environment. Splitting the SDSS sample by morphological type, Tempel et al. (2011) concluded the environmental dependence is strong for elliptical galaxies, but the LF of spirals is almost independent of environment. They also found that the brightest galaxies are absent from void regions, which instead are mainly populated by spirals. These dominate the faint end of the LF, whereas the bright end is dominated by ellipticals.

Alternatively, the environmental dependence of the LF can be investigated by considering the properties of groups in which galaxies reside. Robotham et al. (2006) measured the LF for galaxies in the 2dFGRS Percolation-Inferred Galaxy Group (2PIGG) catalogue (Eke et al. 2004) for different group luminosities, finding the faint-end slope steepens and $M^*$ brightens with increasing group luminosity, but these trends flatten for very rich clusters. This trend is visible for the entire population as well as when split by colour. Following on from this work, Robotham, Phillipps & de Propris (2010b) investigate how the LF varies as a function of virial mass and group multiplicity. Both the 2PIGG and the Yang et al. (2005) (SDSS) group catalogues show similar variations of the galaxy LF with these properties.

The measure of density used determines the underlying environment that can be probed, thus helping to identify the key physical processes that shape galaxy formation. Friends-of-friends algorithms (e.g. Davis & Huchra 1982; Eke et al. 2004; Robotham et al. 2011) are a good probe of the scales internal to a dark matter halo, whereas fixed sized apertures are a better measure of the large-scale structure of the Universe, and by V´azquez-Mata et al. (in preparation), respectively, while the spectroscopic pipeline is described in Hopkins et al. (2013). The GAMA Equatorial regions, G09, G12 and G15, are centred on 9h, 12h and 14.5h in right ascension, respectively, each covering $5 \times 12$ deg$^2$ of sky, totalling $\sim 180$ deg$^2$. The data set used is from GAMA-II, defined by SDSS DR7 Petrosian magnitudes, limited to $r_{petro} \leq 19.8$, a redshift completeness of $\sim 98$ per cent. We use 80 922 galaxies ($z \leq 0.26$), with good-quality redshifts ($NQ \geq 3$; Driver et al. 2011; Liske et al., in preparation).

Petrosian magnitudes are $k$-corrected to account for band shifting when estimating luminosities. This process is described in Loveday et al. (2012), and involves fitting an SED to each galaxy using template spectra and SDSS model magnitudes in each of the ugriz bands (Blanton et al. 2003a, Blanton & Roweis 2007). The redshift-dependent $k$-correction to a reference redshift $z = 0$ for each galaxy, $k(z)$, is characterized by a fourth-order polynomial of the form

$$k(z) = \sum_{i=0}^{4} a_i(z)^{i-1}.$$  

To speed up the $k$-correction calculation, and to account for galaxies with $k(z)$ tracks that differ significantly from the median, thereby over- or underestimating the $k$-correction of a galaxy at a given redshift, we bin the individual galaxy $k(z)$ into seven bins of uniform width in rest-frame colour $(g - r)$. First the $(g - r)_0$ colour is
Table 1. Median colour, \((g - r)_0\), in the seven colour bins and coefficients 
\((a_{i,\text{col}} \text{ for } i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4)\) for \(k_{\text{col}}(z)\) polynomials of the form given in equation (1), as shown in Fig. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>((g - r)_0)</th>
<th>(a_{0,\text{col}})</th>
<th>(a_{1,\text{col}})</th>
<th>(a_{2,\text{col}})</th>
<th>(a_{3,\text{col}})</th>
<th>(a_{4,\text{col}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>-31.36</td>
<td>38.63</td>
<td>-14.79</td>
<td>1.427</td>
<td>0.001301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>-17.77</td>
<td>25.50</td>
<td>-10.79</td>
<td>1.366</td>
<td>0.006235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>-12.94</td>
<td>21.44</td>
<td>-9.826</td>
<td>1.683</td>
<td>-0.001972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>-6.299</td>
<td>14.76</td>
<td>-7.473</td>
<td>1.847</td>
<td>-0.006801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>9.017</td>
<td>-1.390</td>
<td>-0.9145</td>
<td>1.376</td>
<td>-0.004724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>14.78</td>
<td>-6.592</td>
<td>0.4443</td>
<td>1.357</td>
<td>-0.005131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>15.09</td>
<td>-5.730</td>
<td>0.2097</td>
<td>1.859</td>
<td>-0.01250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Median \(k\)-correction tracks to \(z_{\text{ref}} = 0\) for different rest-frame \((g - r)_0\) colours as a function of redshift. The dashed and dotted lines show the \(k\)-correction track used for mock galaxies and the median \(k\)-correction track of the data. The global \(k\)-correction used in the mock catalogues is almost identical to the measured median \(k\)-correction for GAMA.

measured for each galaxy using SDSS \(g\) - and \(r\)-band model magnitudes in the observer frame, and individual SED fitted \(k\)-corrections for each galaxy. The median \(k(z)\) within each \((g - r)_0\) bin is then calculated \((k_{\text{col}}(z))\), and this can be used as an approximate \(k\)-correction for all galaxies associated with that bin and at any redshift. The coefficients of the seven colour-dependent tracks used in this paper are listed in Table 1 and are shown in Fig. 1, together with the median \(k\)-correction of the mock catalogues.

The luminosity evolution (indicated by \(Q_0\)) of the sample is taken into account to ensure the sample selection is comparable over a range of redshifts. Luminosity evolution, \(E(z)\), is calculated as

\[
E(z) = -Q_0(z - z_{\text{ref}}),
\]

where the reference redshift, \(z_{\text{ref}}\), is the redshift relative to which luminosity evolution is defined (\(z_{\text{ref}} = 0\)). The method implemented to measure \(Q_0\) is given in Appendix A. For all galaxies, we find \(Q_{0,\text{all}} = 0.97 \pm 0.15\), and when split into red and blue samples [where colour, \((g - r)_0\), is as defined in Section 2.4], we find \(Q_{0,\text{blue}} = 2.12 \pm 0.22\) and \(Q_{0,\text{red}} = 0.80 \pm 0.26\).\(^1\)

Petrosian magnitudes \((m_{\text{petro}})\) are used to calculate \(r\)-band absolute magnitudes, as GAMA is selected on \(m_{\text{petro}}\). The \(k\)-corrected and luminosity evolution corrected absolute \(r\)-band magnitude \((M'_r\) at \(z = 0\)) is given by:

\[
M'_r - 5 \log_{10} h = r_{\text{petro}} - 5 \log_{10} \left( \frac{d_L(z)}{h^{-1}\text{Mpc}} \right) - 25 - k_{\text{col}}(z) - E(z) \tag{3}
\]

with \(E(z)\) as given in equation (2), \(k_{\text{col}}(z)\) depending on galaxy colour and given by equation (1), and luminosity distance is given by \(d_L(z)\). \(Q_{0,\text{all}}\) is used when defining a volume-limited sample (see Section 2.3.1), while LFs are measured using the specific \(Q_{0,\text{red}}\) or \(Q_{0,\text{blue}}\) corresponding to the colour of a galaxy.

2.2 GAMA mock catalogues

To illustrate how our results can be used to test models of galaxy formation, we perform the same analysis on mock galaxy catalogues. These mock catalogues have the same faint apparent magnitude limit as GAMA, and cover the same area on the sky, allowing a more direct comparison of the properties of the data and the models. The lightcone mock catalogues are constructed from the Millennium dark matter N-body simulation (Springel et al. 2005), and are populated with galaxies using the Bower et al. (2006) GALFORM semi-analytic galaxy formation model. For further details of the construction of the mock catalogues, see Merson et al. (2013), while a more comprehensive description of the limitations of the GAMA mock galaxies is given in Robotham et al. (2011). The \(r\)-band magnitudes are modified such that the redshift-dependent luminosity and selection functions of the mock catalogues match those of GAMA (e.g. Loveday et al. 2012), while the colours and the ranking of galaxies in luminosity remain unchanged. The \(k\)-correction track used for mock galaxies is given by equation (8) in Robotham et al. (2011) and is shown by the dashed black line in Fig. 1, very similar to the median track in GAMA (dotted black line). For historical reasons these mock catalogues contain a bright apparent magnitude limit of \(m_r = 15.0\), restricting the faint luminosity limit of the galaxy LF and the redshift limit over which densities are measured.

The combined mock galaxy catalogue gives better statistics and allows a smoother, more accurate measurement of the galaxy LF. Realistic errors based on the sample variance between the nine mock catalogues are used to provide error estimates for the mock galaxy LFs.

2.3 Environment measure

Environment is defined in terms of galaxy number density smoothed over a localized kernel using a density defining population (DDP) of galaxies that is introduced in Section 2.3.1. We explain how the local density of a galaxy is defined in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Density defining population

A DDP of galaxies is used as a tracer of environment, following Croton et al. (2005). This galaxy sample is volume limited given a range of absolute magnitudes \((M'_r)\), and the apparent magnitude limits of the survey, that define a limiting redshift range. A galaxy is included as a DDP galaxy if it falls within the absolute magnitude limits of the DDP, and can be seen over the whole redshift range defined by these absolute magnitude limits.

It is expected that brighter galaxies will reside in denser environments. A brighter DDP sample will therefore cover a larger dynamic range of density in overdense regions, whereas a fainter
and black lines show bright and faint apparent magnitude limits of DDP samples enclosed by different coloured rectangles. Upper and lower black lines show bright and faint apparent magnitude limits of \( r = 12 \) and \( r = 19.8 \), respectively. To define DDP samples a global \( k \)-correction is used (see Fig. 1). See key for DDP samples, where \( M_r \) is defined as \( M_r = 5 \log_{10} h \). DDP1 spans the redshift range \( 0.04 < z < 0.26 \).

DDP sample will better sample environments corresponding to underdense regions (i.e. voids). Ideally, a DDP sample should cover a large absolute magnitude range, to better sample all environments. However, with a magnitude-limited survey, the larger the absolute magnitude range the smaller the range in redshift, and therefore the volume over which overdensities can be measured is reduced. To mitigate sample variance and to enable evolutionary studies, we prefer to use a DDP that covers a reasonably large redshift range, while preserving a high sampling rate.

Different DDP samples corresponding to different ranges in absolute magnitude and redshift are shown by the coloured rectangles in Fig. 2, and described in Table 2. The number of galaxies and subsequently the number density of DDP galaxies is smaller in each of the GAMA DDP samples than in the mock galaxy DDP samples due to redshift incompleteness in GAMA (see Section 2.3.2), which is not modelled in the mock catalogues, and the bright apparent magnitude limit in the mock catalogues, which is fainter in the mock catalogues than in the data, limiting the volume over which densities can be measured. The blue rectangle in Fig. 2, DDP1, is used to determine the local galaxy environment. It provides a large volume over which environment can be measured and enables evolution with redshift to be investigated. The other DDP samples shown in Fig. 2 and described in Table 2 are used to investigate how robust this measure of environment is, by comparing how the different DDP samples probe the underlying density field.

Once the DDP sample has been defined, all galaxies lying within the redshift limits of the DDP sample can have a local overdensity measured (i.e. including galaxies outside the absolute magnitude range of the DDP). Appendix B compares the overdensity measured using different DDP samples. The measured overdensity does not depend strongly on the DDP sample used, suggesting that this method for measuring environment is fairly insensitive to the precise choice of absolute magnitude range of the density tracers used, once the DDP tracer population is sufficiently dense.

2.3.2 Overdensity

Once a DDP sample has been defined, the local environment around a galaxy is measured by counting the number of DDP galaxies \( (N_g) \) that lie within a sphere of a given radius around the galaxy. For this analysis we use a radius of \( r_s = 8 h^{-1} \) Mpc (comoving). Different sphere sizes are discussed in appendix of Croton et al. (2005), who conclude that smaller spheres \( (4 h^{-1} \) Mpc \) are a better probe of denser environments. However, sphere sizes that are too small are more likely to be sensitive to redshift-space distortions and shot noise and hence provide less reliable estimates of the density than larger sphere sizes. In agreement with Croton et al. (2005) we find \( 8 h^{-1} \) Mpc radius spheres to be a good probe of both underdense and overdense regions, since larger sphere sizes tend to probe void regions well.

Muldrew et al. (2012) investigate how various measures of environment relate to the underlying dark matter distribution, finding that environment measures using apertures are a better probe of the halo as a whole compared to those using nearest neighbour methods, such that larger density measures more accurately reflect larger halo masses. Larger apertures (e.g. \( 8 h^{-1} \) Mpc as used here) correlate well with underlying dark matter environments over large \( (5 h^{-1} \) Mpc \) scales. However, Blanton & Berlind (2007) compare galaxy properties within the group environment (defined using a friends-of-friends algorithm) to those within a density field over scales ranging from \( 0.1 h^{-1} \) Mpc to \( 10 h^{-1} \) Mpc , determining that galaxy properties do not depend on surrounding environment over scales of \( > 1 h^{-1} \) Mpc any more than the environment within the group.

If a galaxy is close to the edge of the survey, \( N_g \) will be underestimated, as the sphere will sample a volume outside of the survey. This is accounted for by correcting the measured density for the fraction of the sphere volume that falls outside the survey. For an unclustered data set this correction is exact, while for a clustered data set the correction is likely to be less accurate. Spectroscopic completeness is also corrected for in the same way using the GAMA

\[ \langle \rho_{\text{DDP}} \rangle = \frac{\sum N_g}{V_{\text{DDP}}} \]

\[ \langle \rho_{\text{Mock}} \rangle = \frac{\sum N_g}{V_{\text{DDP}}} \]

\[ V_{\text{DDP}} = \frac{4}{3} \pi r^3 \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DDP</th>
<th>( M_r - 5 \log_{10} h )</th>
<th>( z_{\text{min}} )</th>
<th>( z_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>( N_{\text{gal}}/10^3 )</th>
<th>( V_{\text{DDP}}/(10^9 h^{-3} \text{Mpc}^3) )</th>
<th>( \rho_{\text{DDP}}/(10^{-3} h^3 \text{Mpc}^{-3}) )</th>
<th>( \rho_{\text{Mock}}/(10^{-3} h^3 \text{Mpc}^{-3}) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(-20.1 )</td>
<td>(-21.8 )</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>84.5 ± 2.3</td>
<td>6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(-19.3 )</td>
<td>(-20.6 )</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>48.3 ± 3.0</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(-17.8 )</td>
<td>(-19.6 )</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>7.88</td>
<td>10.6 ± 2.0</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Absolute magnitude against redshift for all GAMA data with DDP samples enclosed by different coloured rectangles. Upper and lower black lines show bright and faint apparent magnitude limits of DDP samples enclosed by different coloured rectangles.
Table 3. Table of DDP1 overdensity bins, listing overdensity limits, effective volume fraction ($f_δ$) of each bin (equation 7), and number of galaxies in DDP1 redshift range for GAMA and the mock catalogues, where the scatter is calculated as the variation between the individual mock catalogues. Overdensity bins used for comparison of LFs are d1, d4, d6 and d9 (in bold). A visual representation of these is shown in Fig. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>$δ_8$</th>
<th>$f_δ$</th>
<th>$N_{δ,DDP1}/10^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d1</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>2.18 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d2</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>2.31 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d3</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>2.72 ± 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d4</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>9.48 ± 0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>16.1 ± 1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d6</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>17.3 ± 0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d7</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>16.2 ± 1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d8</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>7.21 ± 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d9</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>7.57 ± 0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The local galaxy density, defined within a sphere of radius $r_s$, accounting for volume completeness ($C_v$) and redshift completeness ($C_z$) is given by

$$\rho = \frac{N_s}{\frac{4}{3} \pi r_s^3 C_v C_z},$$

for which an overdensity can be calculated for the case $r_s = 8h^{-1}\text{Mpc}$

$$δ_8 = \frac{ρ - \bar{ρ}}{\bar{ρ}},$$

where $\bar{ρ}$ is the effective mean density of DDP galaxies in the volume.

Each sample is split into overdensity bins, the basic properties of which are listed in Table 3 for DDP1. The bins are chosen such that they cover a large range of environments, including extreme underdense and overdense regions where statistics such as the LF may be changing more rapidly. The galaxy LF is measured for all density bins, but for clarity we focus on d1, d4, d6, and d9 from Table 3, sampling a variety of environments, from voids (d1) to clusters (d9).

Fig. 3 shows where galaxies lie in overdensity and absolute magnitude for DDP1, and hence which density bin they fall in (given by solid horizontal lines). Galaxies are coloured according to the density bin they occupy before their local density is corrected for masks. A completeness threshold of 80 per cent is adopted such that less complete spheres (taking into account redshift and volume completeness) are not included in the analysis (Appendix C demonstrates that 77 per cent of our volume is retained with this cut).
redshift and volume completeness. This shows that there are no significant jumps in density classification: only adjacent bins are affected by the completeness corrections when the threshold of 80 per cent completeness is imposed. The discrete lines of overdensity (visible especially in the lower density bins) are due to the integer numbers of DDP galaxies within a sphere, corresponding to a specific value of $\delta_s$. The mean number of DDP galaxies within a $8\ h^{-1}\text{Mpc}$ radius sphere is 13.2. Galaxies falling between these discrete lines have had their overdensity corrected for incompleteness.

Since a DDP galaxy will always have at least one galaxy in its overdensity measurement (the DDP galaxy itself is included in $N_{\text{DDP}}(r)$), there are no galaxies with $\delta_s = -1$ in the magnitude range of the DDP sample (shown by black vertical lines). This effect becomes apparent in the shape of the LF if the lowest density bin considered is chosen to be significantly underdense. To correct for this, the LF estimator in the DDP absolute magnitude range (e.g. between the dashed vertical lines in Fig. 6) takes into account the effective volume of the DDP sample in each overdensity bin (see Section 2.5 for details). In the most underdense density bins this volume is much lower for DDP galaxies than for non-DDP galaxies and so not correcting for it would result in an incorrect LF estimate. An alternative approach would be to subtract one from the DDP count when measuring overdensity for a DDP galaxy. However, this method implies that the definition of overdensity measured at a position infinitely close to a DDP galaxy is different to that measured at any other position. In order to produce an overdensity measurement which is consistent for all galaxies we use the method described above. This different treatment of DDP galaxies only has significant effect when dealing with small numbers of galaxies in the lowest density bin, where the correction to the LF as described above is most significant.

The apparent absence of galaxies at faint magnitudes in the highest overdensity bin plotted in Fig. 3 is due to this bin being affected by one large cluster in G15 at $z \approx 0.14$. Given the faint apparent magnitude limit of GAMA and the redshift of the cluster, it is not possible to pick up galaxies fainter than $M_r = 5 \log_{10} h = -18.5$. Most galaxies in this overdensity belong to the largest group recovered in the GAMA group catalogue (Robotham et al. 2011).

The spatial distribution of galaxies in these density bins is shown in Fig. 4 for each of the GAMA regions (G09, G12 and G15). A random sample of galaxies is plotted such that there is an equal number of points in each density bin, and within a constant thickness of 18.1 $h^{-1}\text{Mpc}$, therefore giving a clearer view of how the galaxies are distributed according to overdensity.

### 2.4 Colour

Observed galaxy colour is a strong indication of star formation history (Mahajan & Raychaudhury 2009; Maller et al. 2009; Wetzel, Tinker & Conroy 2012), but also depends on properties such as metallicity and gas content. In agreement with fig. 2 of Mahajan & Raychaudhury (2009), we find there is a clear correlation between colour as defined here, and specific star formation rate [as measured by Gunawardhana et al. (2013) using H$\alpha$ flux]. However, significant scatter in the correlation suggests our measure of colour cannot be used as a direct indication of star formation. The correlation and scatter are consistent over all overdensities, and we therefore do not expect a colour definition that is more indicative of star formation to have any significant qualitative impact on our results.

The galaxy sample is split by colour to test for any further environmental dependence of the LF. Galaxies’ colours are defined by the $g - r$ rest-frame colour that depends only on the $r$- and $g$-band apparent magnitudes, and the individual $k$-corrections in the $r$ and $g$ bands.

Galaxies are assumed to have no difference in luminosity evolution between the $r$ and $g$ bands when rest-frame colours are calculated. SDSS model magnitudes are used as apparent magnitudes when calculating colours, following the procedure of Loveday et al. (2012). The sample is split between blue and red at $(g-r)_0 = 0.63$, resulting in a mean colour of $(g-r) = 0.47(0.74)$ for blue(red) galaxies. The left panel of Fig. 5 shows this divide in colour (dashed vertical line) and how it splits up the sample of galaxies in $(g-r)_0$ for different ranges of $M_r > 5 \log_{10} h$. The chosen splits in colour are motivated by the clear bimodality seen in Fig. 5. Any luminosity-dependent bimodality is small enough to be ignored for this analysis. The sample is also divided into 10 colour bins, defined by every 10th percentile of the DDP1 galaxy sample, to determine how the LF changes with environment for narrow splits in colour.

The colour split in the mock catalogues is set by preserving the same fraction of red and blue galaxies as in GAMA. This cut is consistent with a cut based on the bimodality of the colour distribution in the mock catalogues, but is about 0.10 mag bluer than the corresponding cut in GAMA. This is a known limitation of the colour distribution in the Bower et al. model; however it is encouraging that despite this colour offset, the colour distributions are similar, barring a much stronger bimodality in the mock catalogues.

### 2.5 Luminosity function

The galaxy LF is measured for the galaxies in each overdensity bin. Here we use the step-wise maximum likelihood (SWML) estimator (Efstathiou, Ellis & Peterson 1988) that does not require the assumption of a functional form for the LF. The LF, $\phi(M)\,dM$, estimated using this method is normalized using the number of galaxies ($N$) within the volume defined by the redshift limits ($z_1$ and $z_2$) of the galaxy sample, and the solid angle of the survey ($\Omega$):

$$
N = \int_{z_1}^{z_2} dz \frac{dV}{dz} \frac{d\Omega}{d\Omega_{\text{sky}}} \frac{\phi(M)\,dM}{\Omega_{\text{sky}}}.
$$

To take into account the effective volume populated by an overdensity bin, the overdensity is measured as in Section 2.3.2 but at positions distributed uniformly within the volume. The corresponding effective volume fraction is estimated as the fraction of points within overdensity bin $\delta$:

$$
f_\delta = \frac{N_{\text{g,}\delta}}{N_g},
$$

where $N_{\text{g,}\delta}$ is the number of randoms with a specific overdensity, including those with completeness greater than the threshold defined above, and $N_g$ is the total number of randoms spanning the entire DDP volume. Galaxies are weighted by $1/f_\delta$ when measuring the LF to estimate their abundance. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, due to the definition of overdensity, DDP galaxies from a given density bin will, in effect, cover a slightly smaller volume of the survey than non-DDP galaxies. DDP galaxies are weighted by $1/f_{\delta,\text{DDP}}$, with

$$
f_{\delta,\text{DDP}} = \frac{N_{\text{r,}\delta,\text{DDP}}}{N_{\text{r}}}.
$$

where $N_{\text{r,}\delta,\text{DDP}}$ is the number of randoms, treated as DDP galaxies (and therefore having adding one to their DDP count), within a
Figure 4. The spatial distribution of galaxies for different overdensities (left = most underdense to right = most overdense) in GAMA fields G09, G12, and G15 (top to bottom), over a constant projection thickness of 18.1 $h^{-1}$ Mpc. Points are coloured according to overdensity bin and are plotted such that a random selection of galaxies totalling the same number in each overdensity bin is shown. Sample variance between the three GAMA fields is easily visible, so LFs are estimated using all three fields combined.

2.5.1 Schechter function fits

The LF is often well described by a Schechter (1976) function, which expressed in units of absolute magnitude is given by:

$$\phi(M) = \frac{\ln 10}{2.5} \phi^* 10^{0.4(M^* - M)(1 + \alpha)} \exp(-10^{0.4(M^* - M)}) \cdot (9)$$

The Schechter function is specified by $\alpha$, $M^*$ and $\phi^*$ describing, respectively, the power-law slope of the faint end, the magnitude at

given overdensity bin $\delta$. This chosen normalization of the LF in each environment is such that the total LF is obtained by a weighted sum over each environment, with the weight inversely proportional to the volume covered by that environment.

We do not correct the GAMA data for any global imaging incompleteness. We assume that the main effect is to globally change the normalization in all density bins. See Loveday et al. (2012) and Loveday et al. (in preparation) for more information.
which there is a break from the power law (the ‘knee’ of the LF), and the normalization of the LF. The values of these parameters that best fit the LF are found by minimizing \( \chi^2 \) over a grid of values of \( \alpha, M^* \) and \( \phi^* \), using the errors described in Section 2.5.2. Due to the shape of the Schechter function, there are known degeneracies between \( M^* \), \( \alpha \) and \( \phi^* \). Appendix D presents degeneracies in \( \alpha \) and \( M^* \) in more detail.

### 2.5.2 LF errors

Errors for the GAMA LFs are estimated using jackknife errors from nine samples, obtained by splitting each of the GAMA regions into further three samples. Errors estimated from the scatter between the mock catalogues provide a reliable estimate accounting for sample variance. Despite the advantage of using the variation between mock catalogue as errors, we use jackknife errors for the data for the following reasons. When measuring the LF for samples split by a property for which the mock catalogues and GAMA do not agree (e.g. colour; see Fig. 5), the variation in the mock catalogues does not faithfully describe the constraints on the GAMA LF. The mock catalogues do not probe the full range of apparent magnitudes provided by GAMA (due to an imposed bright limit of \( m_r = 15.0 \)). Nevertheless, comparing jackknife errors within a mock catalogue with the variation between mock catalogues, we find they are compatible to the level required in this work. The errors used for the mock galaxy LFs are calculated as the standard deviation from the combined mock catalogue. If fewer than five galaxies contribute to a LF bin (shown by an open circle), errors on it cannot be estimated reliably and it is ignored when fitting a Schechter function.

Similarly, the variation of the best-fitting Schechter function parameters between the mock catalogues and jackknife samples provides reliable errors with which we can constrain scaling relations for the parameters with overdensity, and subsequently assess the significance of these scaling relations.

### 3 RESULTS

We present LFs split by density in Section 3.1, by redshift in Section 3.2 and by colour in Section 3.3, to better understand any environmental, evolutionary and colour-dependent trends.

#### 3.1 Environmental dependence of the LF

Overdensities are measured for all galaxies within the redshift limits of the DDP1 sample (0.04 < \( z < 0.26 \)). Overdensity bins are listed in Table 3 for which galaxy LFs are measured. The top panel of Fig. 6 shows the LFs and best-fitting Schechter function for four of these overdensity bins, from the most underdense (d1) to the most overdense bin (d9), with jackknife errors. As expected, these errors are smallest around the knee of the LF which is best constrained.

Defining a reference Schechter function allows us to compare how the shape of the LF varies with environment. Our reference Schechter function is based on the best-fitting one to the LF of the full sample over all environments within the volume defined by the DDP1 sample (\( \phi_{\text{tot}} \)), and is described by \( \alpha_{\text{tot}} = -1.25, M^*_{\text{tot}} - 5 \log_{10} h = -20.89 \) and \( \log_{10} \phi^*_{\text{tot}} / h^3 \text{Mpc}^{-3} = -2.01 \) for GAMA. These values are slightly different from those quoted in Loveday et al. (2012). These differences are not of too much concern for this study; the reference function is derived using the same data and volume as that used here, thereby minimizing any systematic effects introduced using slightly different data, volume or method of estimating the LF.

\[ \text{The reference Schechter function for the mock galaxies is described by } \alpha_{\text{tot}} = -1.13, M^*_{\text{tot}} - 5 \log_{10} h = -20.84 \text{ and } \log_{10} \phi^*_{\text{tot}} / h^3 \text{Mpc}^{-3} = -1.90. \]
Assuming $\phi^*$ scales approximately with overdensity as $(1 + \langle \delta_8 \rangle)$ (hereafter $1 + \langle \delta_8 \rangle$ is noted as $1 + \delta_8$), we scale our reference Schechter function for each density bin as

$$\phi_{\text{ref}} = \frac{1 + \delta_8}{1 + \delta_{\text{tot}}} \phi_{\text{tot}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

where $\phi_{\text{tot}}$ is the Schechter function described above, and $\delta_{\text{tot}}$ is the mean overdensity of the sample over the whole DDP volume, found to be $\delta_{\text{tot}} = 0.007$.

The dashed coloured lines in the top panel of Fig. 6 show the scaled reference Schechter function for each overdensity bin. We notice that our assumed scaling with $(1 + \delta_8)$ is a very good description of how $\phi^*$ scales with overdensity in all but the most extreme bins in overdensity. The deviation of the LFs in different environments from the scaled global LF is seen more distinctly in the lower panel of Fig. 6. The variation seen at faint magnitudes indicates differences in the faint-end slope of the LF in different environments and those at bright magnitudes reflect a dependence of the characteristic luminosity on environment.

Fig. 7 shows how the best-fitting Schechter function parameters vary with $\delta_8$ for GAMA and the mock catalogues. $M^*$ is shown as $M^* - M^*_{\text{tot}}$ with $M^*_{\text{tot}}$ set by the reference Schechter function. Hence the variation of $M^*$ with environment can be measured and compared to the $b_J$-band results of Croton et al. (2005) from 2dFGRS. We note that the best-fitting Schechter function for the total GAMA sample within the DDP redshift limits (defined above) is in very good agreement with that found in the mock catalogues.

The uncertainty on the Schechter parameters correlates strongly with sample size, indicated in Table 3. This mostly explains the observed bin-to-bin variations of the errors. The strong correlations between $\alpha$, $M^*$ and $\phi^*$ also have an effect on the inferred errors. A full covariance matrix analysis would be required in order to statistically constrain these correlations, but degeneracies
between $M^*$ and $\alpha$ are clearly shown in Appendix D, and can be ruled out with high confidence to be the cause of the trends with overdensity.

The highest redshift sample only probes galaxies brighter than $M^* - 5 \log_{10} h$, resulting in the faint end of the LF being poorly constrained. Therefore, when fitting Schechter functions in overdensity for all, red and blue galaxies, as shown in Figs 7 and 13 for GAMA and the mock catalogues. This is characterized by a negative slope, given in Table 4.

Table 4. Table of coefficients for best-fitting relations describing how the Schechter function parameters vary with overdensity for all, red and blue galaxies, as shown in Figs 7 and 13 for GAMA and the mock catalogues. Scaling coefficients are given for $Y = a_0 + a_2 \log_{10}(1 + \delta)$ where $Y = \log_{10} \phi^*/h^3 \text{Mpc}^{-3}$ or $Y = M^* - 5 \log_{10} h \alpha$ (all) is fit by $a_0$, while $\alpha$ (colours) is fit by the relation given in equation (11). Statistical errors from the jackknife resamplings (data) or variations in the mock catalogues (mocks) are given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Schechter parameter</th>
<th>GAMA</th>
<th>$a_0$</th>
<th>$a_1$</th>
<th>Mocks</th>
<th>$a_0$</th>
<th>$a_1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>$\log_{10} \phi^*$</td>
<td>$-2.03 \pm 0.03$</td>
<td>$1.01 \pm 0.06$</td>
<td>$-1.92 \pm 0.02$</td>
<td>$0.98 \pm 0.05$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M^* - 5 \log_{10} h$</td>
<td>$-20.70 \pm 0.03$</td>
<td>$-0.67 \pm 0.07$</td>
<td>$-20.69 \pm 0.02$</td>
<td>$-0.60 \pm 0.06$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$-1.30 \pm 0.01$</td>
<td>$-0.08 \pm 0.01$</td>
<td>$-0.95 \pm 0.01$</td>
<td>$0.15 \pm 0.01$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\log_{10} \phi^*$</td>
<td>$-2.01 \pm 0.02$</td>
<td>$0.85 \pm 0.07$</td>
<td>$-1.85 \pm 0.03$</td>
<td>$0.97 \pm 0.07$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M^* - 5 \log_{10} h$</td>
<td>$-19.91 \pm 0.03$</td>
<td>$-0.42 \pm 0.08$</td>
<td>$-19.87 \pm 0.02$</td>
<td>$-0.00 \pm 0.03$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$-0.23 \pm 0.12$</td>
<td>$-0.56 \pm 0.25$</td>
<td>$-0.67 \pm 0.04$</td>
<td>$-0.25 \pm 0.12$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\log_{10} \phi^*$</td>
<td>$-2.08 \pm 0.02$</td>
<td>$1.27 \pm 0.05$</td>
<td>$-2.19 \pm 0.03$</td>
<td>$1.38 \pm 0.07$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M^* - 5 \log_{10} h$</td>
<td>$-20.30 \pm 0.02$</td>
<td>$-0.67 \pm 0.06$</td>
<td>$-20.74 \pm 0.03$</td>
<td>$-0.30 \pm 0.07$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9 shows a small offset in the LFs between different redshifts for underdense environments. These offsets can be accounted for by a small density evolution, which has not been taken into account in this analysis, and/or an additional luminosity evolution (see Section 2.1). These are very degenerate and cannot be constrained well enough through this analysis due to the sample size considered, but since this trend is visible in all three GAMA regions, it is evident that there is some small density and/or additional luminosity evolution in the LF, especially in underdense environments. Fig. 10 however shows that sample variance within GAMA is larger than this offset.

The best-fitting values for $M^*$ and $\phi^*$ as a function of overdensity are shown in Fig. 10 for GAMA and the mock catalogues (left and right panels, respectively). The dashed coloured lines show the linear fits to the total samples split by overdensity, as shown in Fig. 7. Although the best-fitting values for $\phi^*$ and $M^*$ for different redshifts do not closely follow the scaling relation with overdensity of the total sample, the degeneracies in $\phi^*$ and $M^*$ are likely to affect these results such that a value for $M^*$ that is measured to be ‘too faint’ according to the scaling can have a good fit in conjunction with ‘too high’ a value for $\phi^*$. The evolution of the two parameters is not apparent in Fig. 10 over the luminosity evolution already accounted for.

3.2 Evolution of the LF dependence on environment

To determine whether or not the dependence of the LF on environment evolves with redshift, we measure the LF for the same environments given above, but for three separate redshift slices of equal volume: $0.04 < z < 0.18$, $0.18 < z < 0.23$ and $0.23 < z < 0.26$. The highest redshift sample only probes galaxies brighter than $M^* - 5 \log_{10} h = -19.8$, resulting in the faint end of the LF being poorly constrained. Therefore, when fitting Schechter functions in the two higher redshift slices, $\alpha$ is fixed to the best-fitting value of the lowest redshift slice in each environment, and only $M^*$ and $\phi^*$ are treated as free parameters. This value of $\alpha$ is highly consistent with that measured over the whole redshift range, only deviating by at most $\pm 0.02$. To constrain any evolution in $\alpha$, a deeper survey is necessary, allowing the LF to be constrained down to lower luminosities at higher redshifts. The resulting LFs are shown in Fig. 9.

3.3 Dependence of the luminosity function on environment and colour

To determine whether or not there is any environmental dependence of the LF over any colour–density relation, we look at how the LF varies for blue and red galaxies as a function of overdensity. The mock galaxy LFs can then be compared to the GAMA LFs to determine where the galaxy formation models do not agree with GAMA.

It can clearly be seen from Fig. 8 that although remarkably similar, the shapes of the LFs for the mock galaxies do not entirely agree with the shapes of the GAMA LFs when split by colour. The total $r$-band LF for the mock galaxies matches the GAMA $r$-band LF by construction, thus the bottom right panel shows very good agreement between GAMA and the mock galaxies. However, when splitting the LFs by density and colour, it is clear that the mock catalogues predict too many bright blue galaxies in underdense environments. Similarly too few faint red galaxies are predicted by
the mock catalogues in underdense regions, but too many faint red galaxies are predicted in overdense regions. The faint end of the blue LF in underdense environments and the bright end of the red LF in overdense environments agree very well with the GAMA LF. Fig. 11 shows that blue galaxies tend to dominate underdense and red dominate overdense environments; these are therefore most influential in determining the LF over all environments, as seen in the right hand panels of Fig. 8.

The LFs split by red and blue galaxies for four different environments in GAMA are shown in the top panels of Fig. 12. The shape of the LF clearly differs between red and blue galaxies (Loveday et al. 2012; De Propris, Phillipps & Bremer 2013), but it is not obvious that the shape of LFs for blue and red populations vary with environment. This can be investigated further by looking at the shape of the LF for 10 narrow splits in colour, representing 10 percentile intervals in the colour distribution (see Fig. 5). The LFs for these splits are shown in the middle (bottom) panels of Fig. 12 for GAMA (mock catalogues).

The shape of the LF for any given narrow range of colour can be seen to vary with increasing density. In particular, the LF of the extreme blue sample does not seem to vary significantly with density, while the faint-end slope of the LF for redder samples tends to become steeper with overdensity.

In Fig. 12, the mock galaxy LFs brighten as the sample gets redder, and the number of faint galaxies at a fixed luminosity decreases. Similar trends are seen in GAMA, where generally redder samples tend to contain brighter galaxies, but the variation between the LFs of the reddest samples is much smaller than is predicted by the mock catalogues. Although red galaxies clearly dominate the most overdense regions at bright luminosities, Fig. 12 suggests that this increase in the number of red galaxies with overdensity is mainly caused by the intermediate red population rather than the very reddest.

The Schechter function parameters $\alpha$, $M^*$ and $\phi^*$ for the GAMA LFs are shown in the left panel of Fig. 13: $\alpha$ is shown with respect to $\alpha_{\text{col}}$, the faint-end slope of the total LF for each colour sample. This allows the variation of $\alpha$ with overdensity to be compared between different colour samples, especially as the values of $\alpha_{\text{col}}$ for GAMA and the mock catalogues are different between red samples (GAMA: $\alpha_{\text{col}} = -0.38$, mock catalogues: $\alpha_{\text{col}} = -0.65$).
and blue samples (GAMA: $\alpha_{\text{tot,blue}} = -1.37$, mock catalogues: $\alpha_{\text{tot,blue}} = -0.96$).

Both red and blue galaxy samples display linear dependencies of $\phi^*$ and $M^*$ with $\log_{10}(1 + \delta_8)$. The best-fitting parameters describing these dependencies are given in Table 4. $\alpha$ appears to follow a relation of the form:

$$\alpha = \begin{cases} 
    a_0 & \delta_8 \leq -0.2 \\
    a_0 + a_1 \log_{10}(1 + \delta_8) & \delta_8 > -0.2.
\end{cases} \quad (11)$$

This implies that the faint end of the LF steepens with overdensity only in overdense regions for a given galaxy population. $\phi^*$ increases at a significantly faster rate with overdensity for red galaxies than for blue galaxies, which is consistent with blue galaxies dominating underdense regions and red galaxies dominating overdense regions. The value of $\phi^*$ for red and blue samples with overdensities around $\delta_8 = 0$ is similar, suggesting a similar fraction of red and blue galaxies populate average density environments.

The third panel down on the left in Fig. 13 shows that $M^*$ brightens at a faster rate with overdensity for blue galaxies than for red galaxies in GAMA. In underdense regions, the offset between $M^*$ for the two colour sub-samples is as small as $\sim 0.1$ mag, whereas in the most overdense regions their difference becomes as large as $\sim 0.5$ mag. The significant offset ($\sim 0.45$ mag) between $M^*_{\text{tot}}$ for blue and red galaxies (shown by the dotted horizontal lines) can be understood from the change in $\phi^*$ with environment: $M^*$ in overdense regions is determined by red galaxies, whereas in underdense regions it is determined by blue galaxies.

The changes in best-fitting Schechter function parameters with environment for the mock catalogues are qualitatively similar to the observational data (see right panels of Fig. 13). $\alpha$ shows a slightly different trend to that observed in GAMA. While the faint-end slope appears to steepen with environment in GAMA (more so for red galaxies than for blue), the faint-end slope for blue galaxies in the mock catalogues tends to become shallower for more overdense environments.

The variation in the amount of blue and red galaxies with overdensity predicted by the mock catalogues is as significant as that observed in GAMA (second panels down in Fig. 13), although the predicted number of blue galaxies at higher overdensities is slightly

Figure 9. Top panel: GAMA LFs for four different overdensity bins (same as in Fig. 6), from most underdense (left) to most overdense (right), split by redshift (see key). The solid coloured curves show the best-fitting Schechter functions, and the black dashed curves show the reference Schechter function ($\phi_{\text{ref}}$; see Section 3.1) for the whole redshift range (as in Fig. 6). Bottom panel: ratio of the LFs to the reference Schechter function. Errors in each panel are jackknife errors.
Figure 10. Best-fitting Schechter function parameters $\phi^*$ and $M^*$ as a function of overdensity for GAMA (left) and the mock catalogues (right) coloured according to redshift (see key). Uncertainties are jackknife errors (for GAMA) or scatter in the mock catalogues (for combined mock catalogue). The scalings of $\phi^*$ and $M^*$ with overdensity for the total sample not split by redshift are shown by dashed lines and shaded regions. The black solid lines in the upper panels indicate a gradient of unity.

Figure 11. Top panels: red and blue galaxy fractions for four environments (see key) as a function of absolute magnitude, for GAMA (left) and the mock catalogues (right). The shaded regions in the right panel show the scatter from individual mock catalogues and in the left panels show jackknife errors in GAMA for the most overdense and most underdense bins. Lines are coloured according to galaxy colour. The fraction of red galaxies increases with overdensity and brightness, whereas the fraction of blue galaxies decreases with increasing overdensity and brightness. Bottom panels: distribution of absolute magnitudes for the overdensity bins shown in the top panel. While presenting similar overall trends, the mock catalogues have a significantly different distribution of colour fractions to GAMA. This is discussed in Section 4.2.

higher than is observed. The variation in $M^*$ with environment for colour sub-samples predicted by the mock catalogues is inconsistent with GAMA. Although the mock catalogues correctly predict red galaxies brightening with overdensity, there is no dependence of $M^*$ on environment predicted for blue galaxies, while $M^*$ for red galaxies shows a weaker brightening with overdensity than is observed, causing $M^*$ to be predicted too bright in the most underdense environments.
Figure 12. Top: GAMA LFs and best-fitting Schechter functions for red and blue galaxies, split by environment as indicated in the central panels. The dashed lines show the total Schechter function in each overdensity bin (as in Fig. 6). Open circles are shown where LF errors cannot be reliably estimated. Middle: Schechter function fits as a function of colour, from the bluest to the reddest galaxies in 10 narrow colour bins (see Fig. 5). The shape of the LF depends strongly on colour, and the transition between the shapes of the blue and red LFs is clear. Schechter functions are not extrapolated beyond the range of the measured LF in each colour bin. Bottom: the same as the middle panels but for the mock catalogues. The mock catalogues show the same general trend from red to blue as GAMA, but in detail show some clear differences for the LFs measured for samples defined by narrow bins in colour.
4 DISCUSSION

We have used GAMA to measure LFs for different environments, redshifts and galaxy colours. Here we summarize our findings and discuss the implications for galaxy formation.

4.1 Quantitative description

A DDP of galaxies is used as a tracer of the underlying matter distribution. It provides a means by which to measure how the properties of the galaxy population, such as luminosity and colour, vary with environment. There is generally a good agreement between different DDP tracers used to measure overdensity, as discussed in Appendix B. Mapping the most extreme environments is sensitive to the choice of DDP tracer, and so mock galaxy catalogues constructed from simulated galaxy data are required for quantitative comparisons to models of galaxy formation.

GAMA is a deeper (up to 2 mag) and more spectroscopically complete survey than those that have previously been used to investigate the variation in the galaxy LF with environment (2dFGRS, SDSS). Hence it provides more reliable environment measures over a large range of environments.

Figure 13. Top three panels: Schechter function parameters as a function of overdensity for blue and red galaxies in GAMA (left) and mock catalogues (right). $\alpha$ is plotted with respect to the reference Schechter function for each colour ($\alpha_{\text{tot}}$, $\alpha_{\text{col}}$; see Section 3.3 for values). The dotted lines show the Schechter function parameters for the samples not split by environment. As in Fig. 7, shaded regions show the uncertainty in the line fits, and the black solid lines show a gradient of unity. Bottom: fraction of galaxies classified as red as function of overdensity for eight bins in absolute magnitude. Labels shown are the median absolute magnitudes in each bin. Uncertainties shown are jackknife errors (left) or scatter in the mock catalogues (right). The red fraction for the total sample is given by the black dashed line.

The fraction of red galaxies as a function of overdensity for bins in absolute magnitude is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 13, where as expected we find that brighter samples have a consistently higher red fraction than fainter samples, and that the fraction of red galaxies increases with overdensity for all luminosities. The mocks (right panel) show that although qualitatively similar, there are some differences in the red fraction of the bright magnitude bins (except the very brightest bins) for the most underdense environments, and in the faintest magnitude bins for the most overdense environments.
The galaxy LF is measured in nine overdensity bins from GAMA, over the redshift range of 0.04 < z < 0.26. The LFs for four of these density bins are shown in Fig. 6. The shape of the LF is found to vary smoothly with overdensity, with little change in the faint-end slope $\alpha$, but where the characteristic magnitude $M^*$ and characteristic number density $\phi^*$ vary linearly with $\log_{10}(1 + \delta)$, as can be seen in Fig. 7. Although a Schechter function is a poor fit to the total galaxy sample, it is a reasonable description in underdense regions.

Assuming galaxy overdensity relates to mass overdensity as $\delta_g = b_g \delta_{\text{max}}$, like in a linear bias model, and that $\phi^*$ varies with mass overdensity as $\phi^* = (1 + \delta_{\text{max}})$, we expect a linear relation between $\log_{10}\phi^*$ and $\log_{10}(1 + \delta_g)$ through our chosen method of measuring overdensity, the slope of which is $1/b_g$. We find a slope of $\log_{10}\phi^*$ with $\log_{10}(1 + \delta_g)$ of $1.01 \pm 0.06$, consistent with a galaxy bias of $b_g = 0.99$. This is slightly higher than $b_g = 1.20$ measured by Zehavi et al. (2011) for the absolute magnitude range of our DDP sample. This approximation for the scaling of $\phi^*$ is only valid for $\delta_g \ll 1$, and so we do not expect this scaling to work for our most overdense bins. If only considering the five lowest density bins [lower than e.g. $\log_{10}(1 + \delta_g) = 0.3$, corresponding to the density beyond which our approximation is invalid], we find a slope of $0.87 \pm 0.09$, consistent with the bias measured by Zehavi et al. (2011). Measuring the variation of the normalization of the LF in underdense regions with different DDP galaxies could be a way to measure the bias of galaxies. However due to the small range of overdensities for which the approximation works, a much larger galaxy sample is needed to actually measure the linear galaxy bias.

The degeneracies between $\alpha$, $M^*$ and $\phi^*$ affect our ability to constrain the shape of the LF. These degeneracies have an impact on the best-fitting Schechter functions for each jackknife sample or for individual mock catalogues (see Appendix D), resulting in large uncertainties on these parameters. When using a larger sample over a large volume in the survey (e.g. the fifth density bin), degeneracies are more easily overcome by the ability to better constrain one parameter ($\phi^*$). Appendix D shows that the variation of each parameter with overdensity is more significant than these degeneracies.

Comparing our results for the galaxy population as a whole to those of Croton et al. (2005), we find agreement that the galaxy LF varies smoothly with environment. The faint-end slope $\alpha$ does not show any significant variation with environment, suggesting the abundance of faint galaxies varies linearly with overdensity as $\phi^*$ only. This suggests that the physical process involved in suppressing the formation of faint galaxies is likely to be an internal process, such as supernovae or photo-ionization, rather than an environmental one. From Fig. 7 it is clear that the values of $\alpha$ presented by Croton et al. (2005) are much shallower (by up to $\Delta \alpha \sim 0.3$) than those found for GAMA. The extra depth gained when using GAMA data allows the LF to be measured over a larger magnitude range $4.65 > M^* - M^* > -2.35$, which is 2 mag fainter than Croton et al. (2005) ($2.65 > M^* - M^* > -2.35$), providing the ability to better constrain the faint end of the LF using GAMA.

Our conclusion that $M^*$ varies linearly with $\log_{10}(1 + \delta_g)$ is similar to the 2dFGRS results of Croton et al. (2005). However, we find a slightly stronger dependence of $M^*$ on overdensity. The 2dFGRS is selected in the $b_J$ band, and the sample contains a predominantly blue population of galaxies compared with our $r$ band-selected analysis. Fig. 13 shows clearly that blue galaxies have a much slower increase in $\phi^*$ with overdensity than red galaxies, and a fainter $M^*$ in all environments. Thus when considering the whole sample, a smaller fraction of red galaxies in overdense environments will cause less brightening of $M^*$ with overdensity. This highlights the importance of considering the galaxy population used when analysing the shape of the LF.

These results are also consistent with those presented in figs. 11 and 12 of Verdes-Montenegro et al. (2005), who collate previous estimates of the LF for different environments and surveys and compare how $M^*$ and $\alpha$ vary as a function of density, finding a brightening of $M^*$ with environment density, and only a weak steepening of the faint end.

The brightening of $M^*$ in denser environments suggests physical processes which either suppress the bright end of the LF in more underdense environments or induce a brightening of galaxies in overdense environments. Hamilton (1988) suggested that brighter galaxies reside in denser environments as a consequence of larger galaxy bias, such that more luminous galaxies form in more dense regions. Zehavi et al. (2011) and Norberg et al. (2002a) show how this bias depends on luminosity and colour.

Using data from GAMA also allows the LF to be constrained over a range of redshifts, providing a tool with which to measure the evolution of the LF dependence on environment. We find only a very small evolution in the GAMA LF over that already taken into account by the luminosity evolution parameter $Q_0$ (Fig. 9). This evolution is likely related to the known small amount of density evolution in GAMA (Loveday et al. 2012). However, the large degeneracies between $M^*$ and $\phi^*$ make it difficult to determine the variation of $\phi^*$ with redshift, and hence we do not try to model any redshift-dependent density evolution. We find the value of $Q_0$ to be different for red and blue galaxies. When comparing galaxy properties in different environments it is important to take this into account, since different galaxy populations dominate in different environments (see Fig. 11).

Splitting the sample into red and blue galaxies gives an indication of how different populations of galaxies behave in different environments. The left panel of Fig. 11 shows how the fraction of red and blue galaxies varies with luminosity for different density bins. In general, blue galaxies tend to dominate in underdense regions and tend to be fainter, and red galaxies dominate overdense regions and tend to be brighter. This is also seen clearly in Fig. 13 when considering how $\phi^*$ changes with overdensity for red and blue galaxies, and by comparing how the fraction of red galaxies as a function of overdensity (bottom panel) changes with absolute magnitude. Both red and blue samples show a faint-end slope that varies with density for overdense environments only (as equation 11), suggesting the suppression of faint galaxies is not as effective in overdense environments when considering a specific galaxy population, but this is not as evident when considering the sample as a whole. The shallower dependence on overdensity seen when considering all galaxies can be attributed to the varying fractions of blue and red populations residing in different environments. This result is in good agreement with the LF found for cluster galaxies in the 2dFGRS (De Propris et al. 2003), for which the LF for early-type galaxies is found to be considerably steeper in clusters than the LF for field galaxies. A galaxy’s local environment has different effects on its colour and morphology (see fig. 8 of Bamford et al. 2009). We expect the morphology–density relation (Dressler 1980) to be similar but not implicitly described by Fig. 11.

### 4.2 Physical interpretation

While the mock catalogues seem to predict a similar overall trend to the data in the shape of the LF for populations of galaxies residing in each environment, there are some significant differences. Fig. 11 (right panel) shows that the mock catalogues predict that the fraction
of red and blue galaxies does not vary as a function of magnitude in the same way as is observed (left panel). Instead, the fraction appears to vary with a much shallower slope for $M'_r - 5 \log_{10} h > -20.2$, but with a steeper slope for $M'_r - 5 \log_{10} h < -20.2$. This is true for all environments. The absolute magnitude at which the fraction of blue galaxies and red galaxies are equal gets fainter in denser environments, determining the luminosity at which the dominating population of galaxies changes for a given environment. In the mock catalogues this luminosity is too faint in overdense regions and too bright in the most underdense regions.

A similar discrepancy in the mock catalogues can be seen by comparing the gradient of the fraction of red galaxies as a function of overdensity to GAMA as seen in the bottom panels of Fig. 13 for different absolute magnitude ranges. For bright galaxies in the approximate range $-20.0 < M'_r - 5 \log_{10} h < -21.0$ the mocks show a red fraction with a shallower dependence on overdensity, such that in the most underdense environments the fraction of galaxies which are red is higher than seen in GAMA. However, for the brightest galaxies the red fraction is predicted to be similar to GAMA. For faint galaxies this is the opposite case; the fraction of red galaxies varies with environment more strongly than is seen in GAMA, predicting too many (by up to a factor of 2) faint red galaxies in the most overdense environments.

The LF for red galaxies predicted by the mock catalogues is mostly consistent with that measured in GAMA. However, the faint-end slope for red galaxies is predicted to be too steep compared to GAMA by up to $\Delta \sigma = 0.43$. For blue galaxies the faint-end slope is up to $\Delta \sigma = 0.58$ shallower in the mock catalogues than in GAMA in overdense regions. The variation of $\phi^*$ with environment suggests too many blue galaxies are predicted in overdense environments, slightly too few red galaxies in underdense environments. This discrepancy is reflected in the variation of $M^*$ with environment, which is predicted to be weaker than is seen.

The shape of the LF for the very bluest galaxies does not seem to show much variation with environment. However, the redder LFs steepen and brighten with overdensity, and this variation is more significant for the intermediate red population (shown by the orange and red curves in the middle panel of Fig. 12). In general, the mock catalogues predict the same result, although it is the reddest population that is seen to vary the most significantly in this case.

The comparison of the LFs of the mock galaxies and GAMA in different environments for different colours is summarized in Fig. 8. The total LF of GAMA and the mock galaxies when not split by colour or by environment is, by construction, extremely similar. It is therefore not surprising that the LFs in the bottom right panel match particularly well. However, the LFs seem to agree remarkably well when split by environment and colour, barring a few discrepancies. Too many bright galaxies (specifically blue) are predicted in underdense environments. The faint end of the blue LF (which dominates these environments) agrees well, resulting in only a small deviation from the GAMA LF at the faint end in underdense regions. In overdense environments, however, the predicted bright end of the LF is in good agreement with the GAMA LF, and deviations are only apparent in the faint end, where too many faint red galaxies are predicted by the models (as is also visible in Fig. 13).

A similar result is found by Baldry et al. (2006), who investigate how the red fraction depends on stellar mass and environment in semi-analytical models (Bower et al. 2006; Croton et al. 2006) and in SDSS, finding that both models qualitatively agree well with SSDS, particularly the Bower et al. (2006) model, but that there is an overabundance of red galaxies in more dense regions in both models.

This excess of faint red galaxies in the model can be attributed to the known problem of over-quenching of (dwarf) satellites in most semi-analytical models (Weinmann et al. 2006; Kimm et al. 2009). In the Bower et al. (2006) model, we find the faint end of the red LF is dominated by satellite galaxies. This is more apparent for the most overdense regions, since the majority of galaxies in overdense regions (massive haloes) are most likely satellite galaxies. Underdense regions are more likely to be occupied by isolated central galaxies, which will evolve with very little environmental influence.

In the Bower et al. (2006) model, when a galaxy falls into a larger halo and becomes a satellite, its hot gas reservoir is instantaneously lost to the host halo. Once it has depleted its supply of cold gas, star formation will cease. The excess of quenched (red) satellites can be attributed to this too efficient loss of hot gas on infall. Galaxies in isolation (predominantly central galaxies) have their star formation quenched through processes internal to the galaxy and its host halo, for example AGN feedback. By observationally studying how star formation is quenched in different environments, the prescriptions in the models for internal and environmental processes causing quenching can be refined. Font et al. (2008) incorporated a treatment of stripping of hot gas based on the results of hydrodynamical simulations within the semi-analytic model of Bower et al. (2006), to investigate the behaviour of the hot gas reservoir of satellite galaxies. They find that satellite galaxies can retain a significant fraction of their hot gas after infall, allowing them to continue star formation for a significant period of time. This decreases the fraction of red satellite galaxies produced by the model, producing a satellite colour distribution in good agreement with that observed in SDSS.

Wheeler et al. (2014) find less than 30 per cent of observed low-mass ($M < 10^{10.5-10.5} \, M_\odot$) dwarf satellites are quenched, a fraction much lower than is predicted by models, and suggest a long quenching time-scale ($> 9.5 \, \text{Gyr}$) for satellites of these masses. When comparing these results to those of Wetzel et al. (2013) and De Lucia et al. (2012), who measure a quenching time-scale for observed dwarf satellites of higher mass, Wheeler et al. (2014) discover the quenching time-scale is dependent on stellar mass for satellite galaxies, such that lower stellar mass systems exhibit a longer time-scale for quenching star formation. However galaxies also undergo quenching through internal processes, which also correlates strongly with stellar mass. It is likely that these internal processes also contribute to quenching in satellites. When taking this into account, Wheeler et al. (2014) and Wetzel et al. (2013) find the fraction of satellites quenched only through environmental processes is independent of stellar mass.

Taking into account studies of how hot gas is stripped from satellite galaxies on in-fall would help to provide a better model describing the evolution of satellite galaxies.

Another obvious discrepancy we find between the model and observations is an excess of bright blue galaxies in underdense environments predicted in the model. The majority of galaxies in these environments are centrals, most likely unaffected by processes external to the galaxy (since the number density of galaxies is low). This excess of bright blue galaxies could be due to the halo mass threshold below which AGN feedback is not efficient enough to suppress star formation, allowing for excess blue galaxies to be predicted at the bright end of the LF. The lowest density bin in our sample contains predominantly blue galaxies in haloes with masses $M < 10^{12.2} \, M_\odot$. 


5 CONCLUSION

The results presented and discussed above can be summarized as follows.

(i) The GAMA galaxy LF varies smoothly with overdensity, such that denser environments contain brighter galaxies, the LF is described by a linear relation between \( M^* \) and \( \log_{10}(1+\delta_b) \). The faint-end slope, \( \alpha \), does not show any detectable variation with environment, consistent with results from other galaxy surveys. As expected, \( \log_{10}(\delta_b) \) varies linearly with \( \log_{10}(1+\delta_b) \), such that the slope is related to galaxy bias as \( 1/\delta_b \).

(ii) When split by colour, the measured LFs confirm that red galaxies dominate overdense environments, and blue galaxies dominate underdense environments. A variation in the faint-end slope with environment becomes apparent, such that \( \alpha \) steepens linearly with \( \log_{10}(1+\delta_b) \) for \( \delta_b \gtrsim -0.2 \) for red galaxies, but no obvious trend is seen for blue galaxies. The faint-end slope for all galaxies when not split by colour can be understood by considering which colours dominate in which environments.

(iii) The mock galaxy catalogues constructed from the Bower et al. (2006) galaxy formation model produce LFs that agree qualitatively with those found in GAMA, when split by environment and by colour. Discrepancies tend to appear in the overabundance of bright blue galaxies predicted by the mock catalogues in underdense environments, which could possibly be attributed to AGN feedback in the lowest mass haloes not considered in the model, and the faint end of the red LF in overdense environments, where too many faint red galaxies are predicted. This is likely to be due to hot gas being stripped too efficiently when a galaxy becomes a satellite of a larger halo.

This work will be extended further to investigate results found in this analysis. In particular the availability of various models of galaxy formation, based on those used here, provides a means by which to measure how various aspects of galaxy formation and evolution affect the ability to constrain the galaxy LF in different environments. Comparing the work done here to the work of Eardley et al. (in preparation) will help to determine whether or not the variation of the LF with environment is due to the local environment in which a galaxy resides, or a more global environment, defined by e.g. voids and filaments. The ability to measure galaxy bias through the method described above can also be investigated by measuring how the LF changes with galaxy overdensity for DDP samples covering various magnitude ranges, and for different galaxy populations (e.g. colours). The availability of multi-wavelength data as well as stellar masses measured in GAMA allows for this work to be extended to determine whether or not the trends in the LF seen here are consistent over a larger range of wavelengths or stellar masses.
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APPENDIX A: LUMINOSITY EVOLUTION CORRECTION, $Q_0$

To quantify luminosity evolution in the galaxy population, the GAMA-II data set is split into three redshift bins: 0.01 < $z$ < 0.21, 0.21 < $z$ < 0.31, 0.31 < $z$ < 0.51. The LF is measured for each of these ranges, originally assuming no luminosity evolution ($Q_0 = 0$). When fitting a Schechter function to the LFs at higher redshifts, the faint-end slope, $\alpha$, is not well constrained. Similarly we cannot reliably measure evolution in $\phi^*$ using this method. Therefore, for the higher redshifts, $\alpha$ and $\phi^*$ are fixed to the values found for the lowest redshift bin. Jackknife errors are used to determine uncertainties on the LF. The value of $Q_0$ can then be estimated by measuring the increase in $M^*$ with redshift. Again the uncertainty on $M^*$ is found using jackknife errors. The new value for $Q_0$ is used to again measure the LF in the three redshift bins, and repeat the process iterating on $Q_0$ until the difference between subsequent values of $Q_0$ is less than 0.01.

This process is carried out for red and blue galaxies in order to determine luminosity evolution for the different populations. $Q_{0,\text{red}}$ and $Q_{0,\text{blue}}$ are used when measuring LFs.

The values found for $Q_{0,\text{red}}$ and $Q_{0,\text{blue}}$ (given in Section 2.1) are significantly different from those found in Loveday et al. (2012), mostly due to our assumption of no density evolution, $P_0 = 0$. Density and luminosity evolution are highly degenerate (Loveday et al. 2012), and therefore not allowing $\phi^*$ to vary with redshift allows much different values for $Q_0$. However, the redshift range used in this analysis is not large enough to allow for a small change in $Q_0$ to significantly affect the shape of the LF.

---

APPENDIX B: DDP COMPARISON

The precise definition used for the density classification could potentially have a quantitative effect on the results obtained. In this Appendix we address whether or not there is a qualitative effect that needs to be accounted for.

Brighter galaxies tend to live in more overdense regions (and higher mass haloes; e.g. Einasto et al. 2005), whereas underdense regions (lower mass haloes) are populated with fainter galaxies (e.g. Hamilton 1988; Zandivarez, Martínez & Merchán 2006). Due to this strong correlation between absolute magnitude and environment, it is possible that a DDP sample containing bright galaxies would be biased towards overdense environments (Zehavi et al. 2011), thereby sampling a particularly large dynamic range of overdense environments compared to an unbiased sample of galaxy tracers and a smaller range in underdense environments.

Fig. B1 shows how the overdensity depends on the DDP sample used. The top panel shows galaxies in the redshift range covered by both DDP1 and DDP2 (0.04 < $z$ < 0.19), with overdensities measured by DDP1 and DDP2 in the $x$-axis and $y$-axis, respectively. Both DDPs measure extremely similar overdensities, shown by the median of the galaxies as a function of DDP2 (thick red line), with the 10th and 90th percentiles (dashed red line) showing the scatter.

![Figure B1. Comparison of overdensities measured by different DDP samples.](http://mnras.oxfordjournals.org/)
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Figure B2. LFs for different overdensity bins in GAMA, with Schechter function fits, for overdensity measures using DDP1 (left panel) and DDP2 (right panel), within the redshift range covered by both DDP1 and DDP2 ($0.04 < z < 0.19$). Bottom panels show the ratio to the total Schechter function fit for the redshift range (as in Fig. B6). The different tracers of environment do not show significant differences in the resulting LF, although the LFs in extremely underdense bins tend to be underestimated when using DDP2 in comparison to DDP1. Assuming the absolute magnitude range given by DDP2 gives a more reliable representation of the underlying density distribution, the small variation shown here suggests that DDP1 is an acceptable alternative to DDP2.

APPENDIX C: COMPLETENESS THRESHOLD

To ensure robust results, a completeness threshold is set to discard galaxies for which the completeness correction is large. Fig. C1 shows how the fraction of the volume of galaxies kept in the sample decreases as a function of the completeness threshold chosen for overdensity.

Figure C1. Fraction of volume retained in the sample as a function of spectroscopic and masking completeness threshold. A completeness threshold of 80 per cent retains 77 per cent of DDP1, but only 45 per cent of DDP3. If a $8 h^{-1} $Mpc radius sphere was used rather than $4 h^{-1} $Mpc, 89 per cent of DDP1 would be retained for the same completeness threshold.
Figure D1. $1\sigma$ contours in the $M^* - \alpha$ plane for each jackknife sample for all nine density bins in GAMA, coloured by density bin. The best-fitting value for the total sample is shown by the black crosses in each density bin. The degeneracies between $\alpha$ and $M^*$ are obvious within a given density bin.

The three different DDP samples shown in Fig. 2. The denser (and hence fainter) the DDP sample is, the smaller the redshift range is and hence the larger the volume correction becomes with the completeness threshold applied. A completeness threshold of 80 per cent (as adopted here) retains 77 per cent of the volume of the sample defined by DDP1.

APPENDIX D: DEGENERACIES IN $M^*$ AND $\alpha$

There are well-known degeneracies in the parameters that define the Schechter function, $\alpha$, $M^*$ and $\phi^*$. These degeneracies make it difficult to determine whether or not an apparent trend in any of these parameters with overdensity is true. Fig. D1 shows $1\sigma$ contours for the nine jackknife samples within each density bin. A brightening of $M^*$ by 0.1 mag corresponds to a steepening of $\alpha$ by $\sim 0.07$. The offset of the contours confirms our result that the parameters vary strongly with environment. This clear variation of the $M^* - \alpha$ degeneracy with environment is also shown in fig. 6 of Croton et al. (2005).